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CHAPTER I
THE PRCBLBf.'!: ITS SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
THE PROBLEM
The major purpose of this paper is to determine the amount of over-
lapping among the three most common high school courses in the social
studies. The problem, as it vdll be discussed here, might be stated as
folloY/s; Do the textbooks used in the high school courses of World
History, American History'' and Problems of Democracy discuss the same
topics? A necessary subsidiary question is: If it is found that there
is overlapping, y;hat is its extent?
V/HAT IS A TEXTBOOK?
It seems wise at this point to determine the definition of a textbook
as it will be used in the present paper. There are many definitions to
be found in recent and current writings in the area. These include the
follcvdng
:
A textbook (is) ... a comprehensive, systecnatic treatment
of vfork commonly covered in a year's or a semester's course,
or a major portion thereof, and possessing pedagogical equip-
ment.^
This definition fits the demands of the present study quite well.
Therefore, it is not necessary, it seems, to extend the search. For the
purpose of revealing the intent of the present writer, it is quite
adequate
•
Murra, W. F., and others. Bibliography of Text-books in the Social
Studies for Elementary and Secondary Schools
,
Bulletin No. 12, National
Coimcil for the Social Studies. (Cambridge. 1939^^ p. n.
I P.aT°j\:'G
-Y'mTo *10 itauotKB o.; si leq^'i*;^ a>/rfd- 'r j etofurq Toi,.i.r odT
Ibioob edd’-ni. ^';<•J^jJO^) Loo.loz n m. Jtc».o o aoiii eeid^f f-tW
SB bo^ft^c Hi »e*:ad becBuoi;lb ti IIi\r ?i e« ,.nuldcnq sdT .3i>i*u;dd
,
blToiV '1*; aec-iayo Xaod.>a '-’riy ni ba-y Dijaii/^c-i eritf oG :B^70iio'i
CH'BC add 2Ei.'08 ti^-jys'joon c-*C io eoialioi'i bn vTJdciH tutsizat.A ,v-:jicxTT
i| e-ier.i dcdd bm/oT si &i II : 2 i noideewp y'laaceoer A faoiqod
t
'
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Iriiool: rd>d --i siood-dr.e^" 'iv» Yi'^5'f7ioiJ<fx<1 .c-n^d^o baa ,.'5 .f-
xioida*^ .Gj. .oJ nJdoXIu?’ . zlnQs-o^ xbf'jcbb "‘bnx; r n ddr ;gR:‘I^<
.XI .- . 'OitCil' .o^bXixfcafy :'i^d$ i
^jB'nui
saibtjdb
WHAT ARE THE TERES MOST COMMON COURSES?
One of the early questions to arise in the pursuit of this study
was; What are the three most commonly offered and studied courses of
the social studies program of the senior high school? This question
was answered by consulting recent literature discussing the social
studies program.
Kiramel, reporting in 1S32, found that World History was offered in
the tenth grade for twc semesters in twenty-five of forty-three cities
surveyed; United States History in every grade of the high school for one
or two semesters, but usually in grades eleven or twelve; while Problems
of Democracy was offered in ten cities, in either grade eleven or twelve. 2
More recently, the Committee on American History in Schools and
Colleges, reporting in 1944, said:
Students in our schools take courses in English, mathematics,
langviages, science, social studies, and other fields. Within
the social studies they take a variety of subjects. ... In
the senior high school (Grades X, XI, XII) they study world
history. United States history and current problems. The
problems course consists of elements of government, economics,
and sociology organized around topics or units, some of which
are treated historically.^
In a study conducted in 1945, Merideth sent a questionnaire to
forty-eight state departments of education end to forty-nine cities,
asking what courses in the social studies v;ere offered and w^hich were
required. Replies were received from thirty- four of the states and
2. Kimmel, William G., Instruction in the Social Studies
,
Bulletin No. 17,
National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph No. 21, (Washington,
D. C.; United States Office of Education, 1932), p. 18.
3. Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges, (Edgar B. Wesley,
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thirty-three of the cities. The courses most commonly taught in the last
three years of the secondary school were;
Grade 10 - World Historj'- in 31 states and 18 cities reporting.
Grade 11 - U. S. History in 29 states and 18 cities reporting.
Grade 12 - Problems in 22 states and 18 cities, and U. S. History
in 5 states and 10 cities reporting.^
It was also found that tenth grade World History was usually elective;
United States History was required in one year of the high school program;
and Problems of Democracy v.'as required in more than two-thirds of the
schools that offer the course.''
In summary, it may be said that in the past fifteen years or so, the
courses that are the subject of this paper have been established as a
definite part of the high school curriculum. Their position has become
more stable, especially that of United States History, as compared wdth
the findings reported by Kimmel’s study. It seems safe to assert that the
majority of pupils graduating from American high schools today have had a
course in World History; in United States History; and in Problems of
Democracy. It is hoped that this will tend to demonstrate the necessity
of discovering if overlapping exists, and its extent in our social studies
courses on the senior high school level, the more important, as the cycles
would tend to be so very close to each other.
DEFINITIONS OF COURSE TITLES
Floyd defines American History and Problems of Democracy in the
following manner;
4. Merideth, Dorothy, "Secondary School Social Studies in 1945," Social
Education
,
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“American History refers to the course in the history
of the United States offered in senior high schools, often
in the eleventh grade.
"Problems of Democracy" may be defined as a fusion
course in the social studies offered in grade twelve,^
It seems to the writer that these definitions will serve the purpose of
this paper v^ell. The writer also feels that he may define "World History"
in a manner similar to that in which "American History" v;as defined.
"World History" is that course generally offered in the tenth grade as a
general history of the rise of civilization. Western Civilization usually
receiving the greater emphasis.
HOW WELL DO TEXTBOOKS REFLECT THE CONTEXT OF COURSES?
A second important question to arise inielation to the present study
was; Can textbooks be validly and reliably considered as the images of
the courses of study pursued by our pupils and schools? Again the liter-
ature was found to furnish an adequate answer.
There has been a great deal written on the evils and qualities of the
textbook as influencing methods of teaching in American education. Here
the writer's problem was one of selection from a vast store of material.
Perhaps the most neatly-phrased statement of the textbook's influence on
methods of teaching is the following;
V/hether textbooks lead or follow' in the development of
methods, it is safe to say that where textbooks go there goes
the average teacher.*^
6. Floyd, Oliver R., "Overlapping Between the Senior High School Courses
in Problems of Democracy and American History," The Historical Outlook,
Vol. XXIII, No. 6, (October, 1932), p. 297.
7. Kepner, Tyler, "The Influence of Textbooks Upon Method," The Historical
Approach to Methods of Teaching the Social Studies
,
Fifth Yearbook of
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A few more sample statements will be found below. In fact, opinion
appears t o be unanimous on this point.
5
The function of the textbook in providing a core of
content is particularly susceptible to abuse. The good
teacher will not regularly assign certain pages and require
pat answers. Assignments will be carefully planned and made
in meaningful terms, and the reading in the textbook will be




Although it is frequently stated as an ideal that text-
books should be used only to supplement the plan of a teacher,
the fact remains that they are frequently follcv/ed with
implicit confidence in detail. More than anything else they
are the courses of study for the vast majority of teachers.^
Perhaps no other factor shapes and delimits method so
incisively as does the nature of the equipment. The formal
question-and-answer recitation, which so often degenerates
into a verbalistic exercise, is a common result of providing
no equipment except a textbook. There is a plethora of evi-
dence showing that students cannot understand the condensed
and abstract treatment in a text, and it is not surprising
that they should resort to verbalistic learning in order to
satisfy their pride and to meet the requirements of their
courses. ...^^
The principles of selection of materials of textbooks seem to
indicate that
... the textbook is the most important factor, with plans
found in textbooks transferred, with varying degrees of
rearrangement, to courses of study; because of the place
of the textbook as a potent factor in instruction in the
social studies, it seems that new courses come into effective
use in many schools only when corresponding textbooks are
available. ... Teachers are still dependent, except in more
advanced secondary schools, on the textbook as the primary
source of instructional materials; this is in marked contrast
with the situation in certain foreign coxmtries.^^
8, CartvjTight, William H., "How to Use A Textbook," How To Do It Series
,
No, 2, National Council for the Social Studies, (Washington, D, C.,
1947), p. 3. (italics mine)
9. Briggs, Thomas H., Curriculum Problems
,
(New York, 1926), p. 41.
10. Horn, Ernest, Method of Instruction in the Social Studies
,
Report of the
Commission on the Social Studies, Part XV,' (Nev/ York, 1937), p, 30.
11. Kimmel, op. cit., p. 100.
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6It may be seen from the above quotations that the textbook may be
taken to indicate the average course of study in our schools. It, there-
fore, appears -to be safe to assme that the textbook can be used to
determine the amount of overlapping that occurs in courses of study. This
cannot be taken as a condemnation of textbooks in general; a good' deal of
the guilt lies with teaching staffs, due, in large part, to inexperience
end to type of training. In support of this point, a study of the
National Society for the Study of Education will be here reviewed.
THE INFLUENCE OF TSE TEXTBOOK ON INSTRUCTION
Does the textbook verj'’ largely dominate the method of instruction in
American education? The reports of school surveys were examined, as were
the reports of observers concerning more than five hundred classroom
exercises, presumably a random sampling, representing thirty states and all
sections of the country. It included the whole span of public school
edvication, and also urban, suburban, and rural schools.
The procedure established for the observers was this;
A check-list was prepared with the assistance of other
members of the Committee. This check-list was sent (l) to
a group of university high-school visitors selecced by Dean
J. B. Edmondson; (2) to a group of inspectors and supervisors
attached to the state education departments, the names of
whom were taken from the Educational Directory issued by the
Federal Office of Education; and (3) to a group of local
supervisors, principals, assistant superintendents, and county
superintendents. ... Accompanying the check-list was a letter
stating the importance of having the returns constitute as far as
possible a random sampling and to this end requesting that the
observer report on the first ten classrooms visited after the
receipt of the list, with the provision that no class exercise
be reported unless the observer remained in the room during at
least half of the class period.
12. Bagley, William C., "The Textbook and Methods of Teaching," The Textbook
in American Education
,
National Society for the Study of Education,
Thirtieth Yearbook, Part II, (Bloomington, Illinois, 1931), p. 11.
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The Committee came to the following conclusions.
1. The reports of school surveys tend to shoTJ- a heavy reliance on
the textbook as a means of instruction.
2. The check-list tended to show that this was more apparent in
the high schools j 42.8fo of 195 lessons observed shovred the
textbook to be the means of instruction.
3. ^Yhether the textbook type of lesson is used depends on;
R. Length of experience; the more experience, the less
reliance upon the text.
b. Length of schooling; the more schooling, the less reliance
upon the text, except that these teachers who had four
years of college tended to rely more on the book than
did any other group.
c. Type of training; if professional education courses had
been taken, there vmis less reliance upon the textbook.
Another phase of the uses and misuses of textbooks is summed up by
one author, after discussing the text as a tool of a craftsman, in the
following manner.
... Probably most teachers will choose to continue using texts.
Without them the typical teacher would find himself severly handi-
capped and the competent teacher would promptly become a textbook
author
.
The textbook is probably the best single tool available to
social studies teachers. The fact that it may be misused is not
a criticism of the tool, but of the training or ability of the
craftsman. With the textbook, as with the plane in the school
shop, it is the skill with which the tool is used that determines
the quality of the product.
SIMaARY;
The following conclusions may be considered as established by the
foregoing paragraphs, (l) The social studies courses pursued in grades




pp. 24-25, passim , (paraphrased)
14. Cartwright, op. cit.
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History; United States History; and Problems of Democracy. (2) Text-
books may be considered as valid and reliable mirrors of the courses
studied by pupils in the public high schools. (3) The use of the text-
book method, though depending on training and experience, seems to be
sufficiently prevalent to justify the assumption that the textbook is






There seems to have been but little done in the area of overlapping
of textbook content by writers in the field of the social studies. The
high points of this type of study appear to have been reached in the
years between 1925 and 1935. Though there has accumulated a wealth of
material on the influence of the textbook in American pedagogy, and upon
all the subjects taught, the problem of overlapping in the social studies
textbooks seems to have received less attention. Those that have been
done have, in some cases, been a part of large surveys including several
grade levels. The use of school books to determine the minimum content
of a given course is another type. A fourth typo has compared several
social studies courses on a given level, as the secondary school; and a
last type has taken a comparison of books in a given subject, or sub-
jects, for the trespassing of topics from other areas. The fourth sort
is of greater interest here, due to its parallel to the present study.
For the sake of convenience, these studies will not be taken up in
the above mentioned categories, but in the apparent order of their witing.
The emphasis will be on those that the writer found to be of especial
interest to, (and as a foundation for), this study. The interpretation
that accompanies these reviews will also attempt to maintain that
empha sis.
ALffiRICAN HISTORY IN THE SEVENTH AMD EIGHTHGRADES
;
In 1916, Bagley and Rugg reported a study of the content of Ameri-
can History courses as revealed in textbooks intended for the seventh
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and eighth grades. They selected twenty-three texts at random. These
texts were then divided into four groups, according to the date of publi-
cation. Class one represented the years from 1865 to 1874; Class two,
those published between 1881 and 1888; Class three, 1890 to 1904; and Class
3
four, from 1906 to 1912.
These texts were studied for the improvement in the development of
Appendices; References and Bibliographies; organization; questions, out-
lines and problems; style; anecdotal materials; pictures; and maps. It
was: found that most of the above had been improved since the end of the
Civil War to a considerable degree. Anecdotal materials had decreased in
number; Organization into large topics remained throughout. Appendices
were constant in including both the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution. A few other documents were sometimes included in texts, as
were chronological tables and the like. Pictures had chaiged from the use
of woodcuts aid engravings to much more realistic illustrations. Maps had
4become larger, and there is less emphasis on military and outline maps.
The investigators analyzed the textbooks for constant topics, and
major changes occurring within the period covered. This was done in an
attempt to determine the essentials of a first organized course in American
history in the seventh and eighth grades. The books were analyzed by large
1. Bagley, William C. and Rugg, Harold 0., The Content of American History
as Taught in the Seventh and Eighth Grades, University of Illinois,
Bulletin no, 16, (August, 1916).
2, Ibid., pi 9, note,
3, Ibid., pp. 9 and 10., passim..
4, Ibid., pp, 12 - 20, passim.
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periods of history, for example: The Age of Discovery; the Revolution;
and the Critical Period.
The major findings of the study may be noted as follows;
1. American history in the seventh and eighth grades was in 1916 pre-
dominately military and political history.
2. Within the fifty years covered by the study, military history had
considerably declined in space occupied.
3. Economic and industrial development had received increased emphasis
in recent years.
4. The major increases in emphasis on eras included the following;
a. The years 1783 to 1812.
b. Non-military affairs from 1812 to 1865.
c. European events in the Age of Discovery and Colonial Period.
5. The name of persons receiving greater frequency of mention are those
associated with military and political history.
6. There was a wide variation in both the number of names, and the
names mentioned.
7. There was a rather distinct ”core” of topics.
8. The important changes in the development of texts were the follow-
ing; (a) simpler style, (b) the introduction and development of the problem
method; (c) the trend toward realistic illustrations, (d) marked decline
5
in the use of anecdotal material, and (e) a larger and wider use of maps.
5. Ibid
., pp. 56 - 57, passim.
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GEOGRAPEICAL COHTBKT OF TEXTBOOKS IH HISTORY;
Snyder® investigated the problem of the amount of geographical content
found in school courses in history. He obtained five commonly used texts
in history from both the elementary and secondary schools; a total of ten.
The study vras based on subject matter, illustrations and maps; and only
geographical content vra.s discussed.
»
The word space consumed by maps was very slight, the elementary texts
containing more than these of the high school. The greatest accentuation
was on military maps, and most of these v.'ere concerned with events taking
place before 1870. One may conclude that the geographical content of
history texts is insignificant, in relation to the apparent influence of
geography/ upon the development of the nation.
ECOKOMY OF TIME IN COURSES OF STUDY;
In 1928, a study entitled Overlappings and Omissions in Our Courses
n
of study vrtis published. The problem, as it is of interest at present,
was; How much overlapping is there in our courses of study in English
Composition, Physics and American History in our elementary schools, high
schools and colleges? The courses of the class entering the elementary
schools in 1913 were obtained for the elementary and high school and the
6. Snyder, R. H., ”The Geographical Content cf High School and Elementary
History Textbooks,” The Historical Outlook
,
vol. xii, (march, 1921),
No. 3, pp. 84-86,
7. Osburn, Vforth J., Overlappings and Omissions in Our Courses of Study
,
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first year of college. The text books used by this class, v/ere, in so
far as possible, obtained by the investigators.
These textbooks were analyzed by a group of six judges. Their
judgments were checked for validity and reliability by means of cross
checks on the same material to see how closely the two judges involved
agreed; and also how well a judge would agree with his original statement
four- or five months later. Validity equaled about ninety percent agree-
ment be-tween the two judges, and the reliability of self agreement scored
somewhat higher.
States from -vdiich materials -were dra-wn end used were as follows.
For English Composition: Indiana, Florida, West Virginia and Oklahoma.
For American history; Indiana, Florida, Oregon and South Carolina. And
for Physics; Arkansas, Florida, California, Virginia, Indiana, Oklahoma,
West Virginia, South Carolina and Kansas. The approximate number of pupils
•who studied the textbooks involved in the study and attending both high
school and college was 104,000.
The question was determined to be the unit of meas-urement, and -was
used to describe how well a particular topic -was discussed by the text
being examined. Questions ivere used because of the ease with which they
search out the elements of meaning; and because of the help which they
give to the problem of ob-baining a classification that is practical
as a basis of comparison. Short questions of the "What", ”V/hy", ”l''/ho" and
”l(Vhere" type were used in order to be more specific.
The conclusions reached by the study were prefaced by the general
conclusion that the amount of overlapping through the various co\xrses
was considerable
.1
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1. UsToally this amount is sufficient to constitute a tThole year’s
work in from five to seven years,
2. Much of the duplication was factual in character.
3, Furthermore, the emphasis on the thought material is vary poorly
distributed among several types of thinking^
4, The amount of duplication of topics varied from S»3% to 29,7^o;
the means of duplication being 14,4% of all the topics discussed,^
OVERIAPPING IN S0CL4L STUDIES OTHER TH^ HISTORY:
In 1928 also, Dahl reported a study in The Historical Outlook }^ The
question discussed in the article was: Do texts in the Social Sciences
in the high schools overlap in content? Forty-one texts in the various
senior high school social science courses were examined. They included
fifteen texts in Civics, twelve in Economics, four in Sociology and ten
in Problems of Democracy,
The number of pages and parts of pages used by a topic were coxinted,
and then the page percentage devoted to each topic in a given text was
computed. In order to facilitate this process, all the possible social
science materials likely to be encountered, were classified in an outline.
Of particular interest here is Dahl’s method of calculating page
percentages, or the space allotment given to each topic.
To insure accuracy, and, at the same time, to have a scientific
scale with which to compare page material, the follovang method of
determining page space was used. The actual number of pages of sub-
ject material in each book was first measured by a scale representing
8, Ibid ,, p. 67,
9, Ibid , , Appendix A, pp, 70 - 73, passim.
10.
Dahl, Edwin J., **The Overlapping of Content Material in Senior High
School Social Science Textbooks”, The Historical Outlook
,
vol, xix,
(February, 1928), no, 2, pp, 80 - 87,
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the size of the page in that book. In addition, the average
number of words per page for each text was also determined,
after which, the average of the standard book, (the one found
to be most used by means of a frequency count obtained from
a wide questionaire), which gave a proportionate basis of
comparison of the amounts of space covered by the various
topics in each of the texts. Allowance was made for small
pictures, maps, tables, etc., on a page, and these were not
counted in the page reckoning. Separate entries were also
made for topics and questions and reading references at the
end of each chapter, for insert illustrations, full page pic-
tures and diagrsims. Even the blank spaces at the beginning
and end of each chapter, in the measurement. It is to be under-
stood, therefore, that the number of pages indicated for each
text is the actual net amount of space covered by the social
science subject material
.
This well defined and well ordered technique necessarily is considered
later as a possible method of the present investigation. Its greatest
disadvantage is its very elaborateness; but this is often true of any
thorough measurement for research.
The results of the investigation were reported in a consolidated
table showing: (l) Range in the number of pages in the texts; (2) Hvmiber
of pages taken by each topic in each text; (3) Average number of pages
per each topic for each type of text; (4) Range in percentage of space
devoted to each topic in each type of text; and (5) The average percent-
age of space devoted to each topic in each type of text.
Dahl’s findings which are most pertinent to the present study are
the following,
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2. Economics and Sociology texts in combination show the least amount
of overlapping.
3. Each type of textbook has certain high spots, according to the sub-
ject being discussed, except those for Problems of Democracy, which are
more general.
4. But other texts discuss the high spots belonging to other types in
some way; Civics and Problems of Democracy being the most flagrant offend-
ers in regard to topics essentially economic or sociologic.
5. Problems of Democracy, as is intended, does become a generel social
studies course for the high school.
6. The investigation indicated a lack of economy in the use of time in
planning courses. A unified course in the Social Studies, excluding
histoiry, is recommended by the investigator.
OVERLAPPING BET/JEEN PROBLEMS OF DEMOCRACY Al^D AMERICAInI HISTORY:
A study called "Overlapping Between the Senior High School Courses
in Problems of Democracy and American History"^^ was reported in 1932.
The problans were: Is Problems of Democracy a needless repetition of the
material and activity found in American History; and what is the character
of the overlapping? In providing for the materials of the investigation,
a questionaire was sent to the one hundred largest cities in the United
States asking the names of the texts used locally for the two courses
in question. Replies were received from forty-eight. Five texts in his-
tory and four in problems courses were chosen, making a total of nine.
12. Floyd, Oliver R., "Overlapping Between the Senior High School Courses
in Problems of Democracy and American History", The Historical Out-
look
,
vol, xxiii, (October, 1932), no. 6, pp. 296 - 302
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The author first drew up a list of items apt to be found in a problems
textbook, and coxinted the nmber of lines devoted to each topic in each
text. He made no attempt to equate pages on the groxind that the "Amount
of space or frequencj’’ of mention are not sure criteria of cruciality."^^
But if the items were fovind to be mentioned in all four of the Problems
texts,, that was considered a better test of cruciality.
All references to persons, (including corporate bodies), terms, dates,
events, legal institutions, (including documents aa d legislative acts),
were noted. These references were then classified in two ways. The items
were classified as allusions if no explanations were given, thus showing
an assumption, (on the part of the author of the text), that the reader
was already acqviainted vdth the mateirial used as a result of his previous
courses. Otherwise the item was classified as discussion and the number
of lines of explanation given it were noted.
Floyd found:
(l) Each of the problems commonly included in the pro-
blems of democracy course received some treatment in at least
two of the American History texts considered. Most of the
problems are found in all five texts. (2) There is general
agreement among the authors as to the topics included. Most
topics occur in all four texts.
He further found that the political problems received the most, and the
social problems received the least treatment in the history texts.
The writer came to the following conclusions as a result of his
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1. Most references to history in the problems texts v:ere allusions
v;ith a total of about forty-eight pages devoted to, them.
2. There was little agreement in regard to the historical items referred
to in the problems textbooks used in the study.
3. There is a need for a Problems of Democracy course, emphasized as
it is in the high school.
The question naturally arises as to whether or not the above situa-
tion holds true today, Dahl recommended a general social studies course
to replace the hodge-podge of conflicting overlappings found in the
high school. Floyd apparently feels that Problems of Democracy fulfills
this particular need in the high school,
TEXT BOOKS AND THE OBJECTIVliS OF CIVIC EDUCATION :
At Boston University, in 1954, two Master of Education Theses were
submitted which reflected upon the present problem of content miaterial
as found in textbooks The first of these studies to be discussed by
the present writer will be that developed by Lundberg,
His goal was to develop a list of objectives for the social studies
and to report the space devoted to their presentation by a group of
representative textbooks in the social studies, A list of eight general
objectives vrere set up, as: understanding democracy; types of governmental
control; and money in modern civilization. Twenty-five textbooks were
15. Lundberg, George D., “Political, Social, and Economic Objectives as
Treated in Recent Social Studies Textbooks; A Q,uantitative Analysis.”
Unpublished Ed.ii, Thesis, Boston University School of Education,
1934. Moriarty, Mary B., ”A Study to Determine in Vfnat Measure the
Courses of Study and Textbooks in the Social Studies in Tw^o Secondary
Schools Provide for the Development of Understandings About
Political, Social, and Economic Concepts, Issues and Problems,”'
Unpublished Ed.M. Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1934.
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selected at random from recent offerings of publishers. These included
four history texts, six for sociology, six for Problems of Democracy,
and nine from economics. The texts were then analyzed to determine the
number of pages devoted to the selected objectives; and to see if the
concepts were purposely developed, or if the references were scattered
throughout the work.
Lxmdberg’s conclusions were as follows.
1. Unrelated and casual information is inadequate and
unprofitable, due to its probable waste in the classroom.
2. Inadequacy of treatment in relation to an objective
is often dvie to the controversial nature of the material.
3 . . .
. ,
we maintain that social studies textbooks as
examined contain some irrelevant because outmoded
materials
,
and fail to include much highly relevant
because currently significant material
4.
A. A quantitatively adequate textbook treatment of
objectives should be obviously purposive
,
unbias-
ed by popular prejudice
,
and consi stent with the
best recent and current thought .
B. It should conform to an authoritative standard of
subject matter and space percentage treatment' if
such
^
standard is available .-I-
5. The textbooks examined, with fev/ exceptions, are lacking
in a quantitative treatment of the objectives .he suggestively
developed.
16. Lundberg, op, cit., p, 73, his italics.
17, Ibid., p. 75, his italics.
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In a similar study, Moriarty examined eleven textbooks to deter-
mine what light they threv/ on the developnent of certain civic objectives.
The texts were written for the subjects: United States History, World
History, Government and Economics.
Similar conclusions were reached by this study,, and included these
among them.
1. The essential meaning of "democracy" was not developed
in the texts examined.
2. Only two of the textbooks differentiated between social-
ism and ledssez-faire .
3. Only one text was foxmd which would give the students
an understanding of the qualities necessary for effect-
ive political leadership. 18
4. Governmental regulation of business, voting as a civic
duty, prejudices in action, propsuganda, the problem of
lawlessness, were discussed by, at most, two of the
texts .19
5. In general, the problem stated must be answered in the
negative; that is, there is little development of the object-
ives of civic education in these social studies texts.
OVERIAPPIHG OF CYCLES IN Ai^ERICAK HISTORY:
The latest study of overlapping to come to the present "writer's
attention "was the report in 1944 by the Committee on American History
in Schools and Colleges. It has to do with the problems found in the
contemporary practice of conducting American History courses in the
public schools by means of the "cycle method". (Which, in itself, is
18. Moriarty, op, cit., p, 100
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overlapping of entire courses in general outline). In discussing the
overlapping of course content in American History in the public schools
of the country, the Committee says
r
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The blunt truth of the situation is that courses in
American history are often outright duplications of one another.
This repetition if particularly obvious at the senior high school
level, where the course is often practically indistinguishable
from that given in Grade VII or VIII, The same men, events,
dates, and movements are presented repeatedly. The pupils are
solemnly informed over and over that Columbus discovered America in
1492, that Jamestown was settled in 1607, and that Lincoln was
bom in a log cabin, and in each case as though they had never
heard the fact before
.
This direct overlapping in American history courses has
several imfortunate consequences. It lessens or destroys the
interest of most pupils, for they realize that they are going
over familiar ground. The practice produces boredom and actual
distaste for a study which should be a challenging and stimu-
lating experience. It promotes superficial aid shallow results,
for the pupils, recognizing familiar names and events, unwar-
rentedly assume that they already know and understand the mater-
ials, It results in a waste of the pupil’s time.
Unplanned overlapping of content not only destroys interest,
but may also interfere seriously with retention. Repetitive
courses are likely to be catalogic and unvaried in content and
emphasis. Pupils are frequently very much in doubt as to what
should be learned. From the catologues of facts they cannot
wisely select and interpret the significant trends, movements,
and generalizations. The selection of fewer topics vc uld enable
both writers and teachers to give them enough attention to
develop their significance. The treatment can thus be graduated
from simple narrative, through descriptive accounts, and on into
interpretation and synthesis.^O
THE CHAPTER SUi.I!iARY:
There have been several studies completed viiich are pertinent to the
present problems. The findings of these investigations vhich appear to
be the most important here, are the following.
20, Committee on American History in Schools and Colleges, (Edgar B,
V/esley, Director), American History in Schools and Colleges
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1. The amount of duplication is great enough to prevent the wisest
economy in the use of time. This often amoxmts to the accumulation of a
year’s work in as few as five years.
2. The greatest amount of overlapping of material seems to be factual;
vdiich, in turn, lends the social studies a certain undesirable monotony.
The latter is probably the great curse of the overlapping of material,
from the points of view of both the instructor and the pupil, (it
cannot be determined if the greatest amount of overlapping is in the
senior high school, as is contended by the Committee on American




3. The general course in the social studies in the senior high school.
Problems of Democracy, seems to have earned a well-deserved place,
fulfilling a need in the program of studies.
4. Unrelated or casual facts, not related to the. general or specific
objectives of a given course, appear to be wasted in the learning process.
This apparently would also apply to duplicated or, more often, repeated
materials
.
It is hoped that the present investigation will re-affirm or deny
the validity of these findings as they apply at the present time. The
lapse of nearly one and one-half decades since the last of the above
studies was completed would appear to merit the reappraisal of the
problem.s presented. An alert comsumption of these theses by the profession
(authors, teachers, supervisors, and publishers) should have had
sufficient time to show its effects or influence on the current crop
;
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of textbooks for the secondary school. The primary responsibility for
improvement "wculd lie with the teacher, for intelligent demand can bring
great changes. But, of course, the fact must be recognized that the
more experienced teacher v;ould not need to demand new texts on this
score alone; much of the duplication need not appear in wise and intelligeni
utilization of textbooks. Authors, too, have a responsibility, due to
the well knovm heavy turnover of teachers, to provide, with the cooperation
of the publishers, the best feasible aids to teaching. Supervisors would
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CMFTiiR III, THS lETECD OF THE IFfESTIGATICN
In reviewing research which has a direct bearing on the present
problem, those of Dahl and Floyd were found to be most directly parallel.
For that reason they were reported quite extensively and intensively.^
At the risk of becoming redundant, the writer feels that the methods of
these investigations need again be examined here in detail.
DAEL’S liETHOD;
Dahl constructed an outline of what he assumed to be all the social
science materials to be found in textbooks. He found that he did not
need to make any additions to the outline in the course of his study.
He used a very complicated method of determining the page space used in
2
the various texts to discuss each topic. The major points of this
method v/ere the following.
1. A standard text was selected to serve as a yardstick, and the other
books vrere compared to this in page size, and were thus equated.
2. Any space taken up by illustrations, questions, projects, blank
spaces at the beginning and end of each chapter, and reading references
and the like were excluded from the computations.
3. The topics covered v-ere then compared for space taken, (by the
number of pages, parts of pages, and percentage of page total), in each
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Dahl reported his results in a consolidated table.
The features of Dahl's method which appeared to be most appropriate
here are; the use of a standard book, with page percentages computed
thereby; elimination of space taken by illustrations and so on; and the use
of an outline as an indication of pertinent assumptions as to the possible
overlappings to be found in the present investigation.
The disadvantages of the use of a "standard textbook" in the present
study were several. The "standard book" might unduly accentuate the use
of that book as a staff against which the other texts might appear at a
decided disadvantage. Further, the present investigation did not make use
of a survey, as did Dahl, but attempted a random selection of representativ<
books. Thus frequency of use could not have been part of the criteria in
determining the standard. This vrould have been a safer indication of the
superiority or merit of the measuring stick. Then, too, the lack of a
frequency chart made the selection of such a book very difficult and
entirely arbitrary. It did not seem that a standard book could be
selected without regard to the format and the intentions of the authors,
vrhich are quite difficult to determine. This task was beyond the scope
of the present study, due especially to its time consvraption, the diffi-
culty of obtaining pertinent objective criteria, and the possible
prejudices and biases of the present v/riter. Any selection in regard to
these points had to be entirely arbitrary.
3 . Dahl, Edwin J., "The Overlapping of Content Material in Senior High
School Social Science Textbooks," The Historical Outlook
,
Vol. XIX,
(February, 1928), No. 2, p. 82, passim.
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The chief advantage of the ’ose of one book as a yardstick is that it
provides a unit v/ith ivhich other textbooks may be compared. This meant
that the number of vrords to a page must be reckoned for each book. Then
this number had to be averaged and equated vrith the number of v/ords per
page of the standard book. Thus it Tms possible for a page in one book
to be equal to only half a page in the standard school book; or two pages
of the standard, and by this means be made to represent an equal amount in
quantity. In this way there would be no discrimination in the actual
amount of work that may be provided by means of a given topic. One might
ascertain the actual amount of overlapping between various textbooks, and
each page vrould equal every other page. It seemed that this, in aid to
the computation of results would have been all that was needed to merit
the use of an arbitrarily-chosen standard textbook.
But on second thought it was decided tliat the above statements did
not necessarily apply. It was to be admitted that every author vrrites for
a definite purpose; and things that are important to one may not be to
another. Further, overlapping must be measured as it is and not as one
supposes it should be as alloted space in a standard bock. The rule for
the present paper became a comparison of the quantity of space used. That
is, the group of books, be it American History, World History, or Problems
of Democracy, that shov.-ed the instance of the greater number of words for
a given topic must be considered as exercising domain over that topic.
The space given to that topic in the other types of books were then compared
for percentage of overlapping, based purely on the percentage of words
used as compered with that book vdiich was considered as ruling. The
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space devoted to the various topics v.’hich were found to overlap. It does
not compare with the total pages or v/ords which might compose a book, and
thus base an estimate of the amount of time ’’wasted” by the study of
overlapping topics. In the present paper this would be arbitrary and
artificial, not scientific. It would need much more extensive and inten-
sive study to settle this question.
The present writer also found it desirable to rule out illustrations,
though they may convey nearly as much meaning to the pupil as some of the
books* texts. This was done because it vas difficult to determine, with
the tools at hand, just what they equaled in words. It might be interesting
to investigate which illustrations, if any, the various social studies
books have in common. Footnotes were also stricken out of the present
investigation.
THE TOPICS FCHND TO OVERLAP:
It vas thought to be desirable to construct a list of topics or
subjects which might overlap. In order to do this with as much objectivity
as possible, the following method was used. One book from the American
History textbooks groups was selected at random; one from the World
History books; and one from the Problems of Democracy group. These books
ware America: Its History and People ; World History ; and Today* s Problems .
The indices of the American History book and the World History book were
then compared for the occurrence of words or terms that they contained in
common. For example: the word ’’Constitution” vas found in both indices.
This vas w^ritten down, as were all other like instances. The same was
done for the combination of American History and Problems of Democracy;

2H
and for World History and Problems of Democracy books. This v.'as the
extent of the possible combinations. The resulting list \vas used in the
investigation because it was objectively compiled, though the vn*iter was
tempted to put down items vdiich should overlap and v;as restrained. The
resulting, list contained five hundred and fifteen different terms. This
vras gradually whittled doivn as the investigation proceeded by such instances
as the following: '’English Revolution” and "Glorious Revolution” were found
to be the same; as v^s "Agriculture” and "Faimiing , ” and thus one was
eliminated. This process went on until the vn*iter eliminated all such
occurrences that evidence were found of in the list, as the investigation
proceeded. Further, it was found that some of the terms which the writer
thought should be included also had to be stricken out. In cases where new
instances of overlapping were found, the list was amplified. (For the
resulting list, see Appendix A, pages i through xvii).
The writer feels that the resulting list can best be described as a
sample. For obvious reasons, as the vrriter is only human and can easily
make errors, and to be conservative it must be considered as such.
A relatively small collection of individuals, subjected to
immediate, direct measurement, is designated a sample . This sample
may be conceived to be selected from a larger ... populations.^
FLOYD’S IffiTHOD;
Floyd, in his investigation also made use of the questionnaire survey
in order to determine which books to test for overlapping. He made no
attempt to equate the pages on the ground that mention in four books was
sufficient criteria of a given item's importance. The device of the
classification of items as ’’Allusion” or ’’Discussion” was important for
5. Mode. Elmer B.. The Elements cf Statistics. (Mew York. p. 3.
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its interest to the present investigator. "Allusion" meant that no
explanation was given, and thus its use was incidental to the development
of a given theme solely as an illustration. "Discussion" indicated an
extensive development as a necessary part of a given theme. The use of
this device was ruled out of the present study for several reasons. First,
it tends to be subjective, as one v/riter may say much more in ten words thai
,
another will in fifty. Secondly, it was far too time consuming, because
of the first reason given here. Thirdly, because the present writer did
not believe himself competent to judge the merits of the choice of v/ords
as to their real and implied meanings in combination with other words.
This can best be left to better-qualified judges. But "allusion" is
defined later, in a more objective manner, and used as such in the current
investigation. (See page 33).
THE USE OF INDICES;
For the sake of expediency, indices were used in so far as possible
to locate overlapping materials. This is based on the ground that indices
in the textbooks of the present day are extensively developed, and can be
used to determine the details that a given bock discusses. Index use is
developed to a large extent in classes in the social studies as a tool
skill. Consequently, it was expected that the indices of textbooks would
be accurate as well as extensive.
To aid in deciding as to the accuracy of an index, tv/enty pages were
selected at random in each textbook and scanned for the appearance of the
6. Floyd, Oliver R., "Overlapping Between the Senior High School Courses
in Problems of Democracy and American History," The Historical Outlook
,
Vol. iCXIII, (October, 1932), No. 6, pp. 296-302.
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first proper noun. The index v;as then consulted to see if the noun’s
appearance on that page was verified in it. A score of ninety per cent
accuracy v.'as needed for the acceptance of the index’s correctness. This
v/as regarded as sufficient proof of the index being accurate. The results
were as foil cr,vs;
It must be admitted at this point that at the commencement of this
investigation the ’Ariter intended to use many more books in the development
of this study, but the pressure of time forced the abandonment of this
project. The books that were rejected at this point were partially evalu-
ated on the basis of this test. Those with the poorer scores were cast
off.
THE UNIT OF OVSRIAP:
It was decided that the unit of overlap must be quantitative. For
qualitative overlapping to occur, the words on the same subject from two
or more of the textbook groups must be identical. If they are not in all
respects, then the problem arises as to the similarity of the meaning of
the different v;ords. Here the problem imsiediately becomes subject to the
whims of personality. For a quantitative unit of measure, it is essential
7Name of the Textbook Per Cent Accurate
The Making of American Civilization
America; Its History and People
A History of Our Country
World History
The Making of Today’s World
World Civilization
Today’s Problems











7. See Bibliography for other details as to author, etc.
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that the unit be small for the sake of accuracy. It must also be easily
distinguished. Thus the unit became a v/ord. Further, it vjas decided that
this paper would compare the actual unit of overlap of one type of textbook
on another, rather than attempt to establish what topics should be which
subject’s property; and how much space should be devoted to each topic.
After all, the overlapping is that which exists and not a problem of that
which should be.
It became necessary to count the words on each subject. To do this
easily, quickly, and accurately, the following method 7/as used. The
average number of words per page of the textbook was ascertained by
actually counting them on twenty different pages chosen at random, and then
obtaining the average for this. (These pages also v/ere limited by choosing
those v^hich contained no pictures or like educational aids) . The number
of lines on a page was obtained in like manner. Then the number of words
per line was easily computed. In obtaining the number of words devoted to
a given topic, the number of lines vrere counted, after location by use of
the index, and multiplied by the number of v/ords per line, established for
that book. In cases where there were insert pictures, charts, and other
illustrations in the text proper, the fraction of the line of type remaining
was obtained, and then used in a similar manner to obtain the number of
words involved in the topic. In the cases which occasionally occurred
where there were just a few words involved, or where the references to the
topic were scattered in small amounts, the actual coujit of words was made.
These results are recorded in blue ink in Appendix A, pages i to xvii.
There vms no attempt made to correct errors which may have been made in
these calculations by mathematical means.
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The results of the above process, after being recorded in the
Appendix, v/ere converted into percentages. To speed this work, a common
slide rule v.'as used.
A ten-inch slide rule of standard make is good for at least
three-digit accuiracy, and this is adeq\iate for most of the work
of elementary statistics.^
These percentages are recorded in Appendix A in red ink. These vrere
figured to the nearest whole number, that is they were "rounded off." In
cases vj-here the percentage of overlap ms less than half of one per cent
it v;as considered as one per cent. The dominant book, tliat is the one
T?rith the largest number of v/ords on a given topic, was recorded as 100
per cent. This, of course, tended to make all the percentages of overlap
smaller and tended to place the results cf this study in a conservative
statement. But it seemed best to do it this v.'-ay, net only for ease of
calculation but also because it allov.'ed authors to indulge in a large
expansion of their more favored themes.
According to Mcde, the "rounding off" process and its effects are as
follows
;
In "rounding off" a nuaber to a specified decimal place,
it is standard practice to round off to the nearest namber. Thus
3.147 rounded off to the second decimal place becomes 3.15. ...
The possibility of the acc\mulation of errors due to the
"rounding off" process makes the digit in the tenths place on
the answer unreliable. In particular, the s\jm obtained from
a long coliiinn of numbers may be erroneous in the last two
digits of the formal answer for the same reason. ...^
Per cents are decimals, sc that, for example, S0.6;?^v:hen rounded off,
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unreliable. But the writer concludes that for the purposes of this paper
it is accurate, though not precise.
r
If the percentage of overlap is as little as one per cent, it seems
to the present writer that this night be a valid basis for classifying
that item as relatively an ”allusicn." It also seems safe to extend this
assumption up to and including five per cent of overlap. Thus an
"allusion" occurred where the percentage of overlap was 5 per cent or
less. The sameness of the two groups in quantity must be but slight.
In an attempt to picture the results of this study. Appendix B r/as
constructed. It contains frequency tables showing the occurrences of the
various percentages according to incidence. It also contains the ranges
and the median of scatter.
STJE/l.’IARY OF PROCEDURE:
1. Nine textbooks, three for each course, were selected, in so far as
possible at random, in order to obtain representative textbooks of recent
publication.
2. An outline, or list, of possible topics of overlappings v.-as constructed
vdth room for expansion.
3. Space taken by illustrations, maps, charts, et cetera, was not counted
in the compilation of words of overlap.
4. Items were classified to indicate the character of overlapping by
percentages of overlap.
5. Indices were used to determine the location of overlapping materials.
A simple test was used to determine their accuracy.
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The problem of choice ivas governed by several criteria, the first
of which was the availability of the book. The second, how recently was
it published, and this was not determined by the date of printing but by
the latest copyright date. Of course, the book had to be intended for one
of the courses under discussion. A fourth criteria was the accuracy of
the index. This did not rule out a book of itself, but it w-ould influence
a decision as to the use of a particular book, other things being equal.
A fifth influence on the selection of the textbooks was the names of the
authors. Those v/hom the writer knew to be well qualified in their fields,
as witers of textbooks, v/ould receive more favor than if they were not.
These criteria modify the statement that the textbooks were chosen at
random. But it seems to the writer that these criteria were necessary to
assure a better test for the choice. In so far as possible these criteria
vrere used objectively, and if the importance of the book for this study
seemed to transcend any fault revealed by the above criteria, it would
have been used regardless of these rules. Hovrever, it developed that
these criteria were met by the books used.
PUBLISHERS, AUTHORS, AND NA?£ES OF THE BOOKS
The following books vrere chosen for use in this study:
1. Be'ard, Charles A., and Beard, Mary R., The Making of American Civili-
zation
,
(Newr York, 1940), The MacMillan Company.
2. Faulkner, Harold Underwood, and Kepner, Tyler, America; Its History
and People
,
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3. Muzzey, David Saville, A History of Our Country , (Boston, 1S46) , Ginn
and Company.
4. Hayes, Carlton J. H., Moon, Parker Thomas, and Wayland, JohnW.,
Yforld History
,
(Nev/ York, 1941), The MacMillan Company.
5. Hughes, R. 0., The Making of Today’s World , (Boston, 1942), Allyn and
Bacon.
6. TTehster, Hutton, and Wesley, Hdgar Bruce, World Civilization , (Boston,
1940), D. C. Heath and Company.
7. Hughes, R. 0., Today’s Problems , (Boston, 1942), Allyn and Bacon.
8. Vfest, Hdith, Meridith, Dorothy, and Yfesley, Edgar Bruce, Contemporary
Problems, Here and Abroad, (Boston, 1947).
9. V/illiams, John Lincoln, and Hov^ird, Palmer Peckham, Today’s American
Democracy
,
(Chicago, 1943), J. B. Lippincott and Company.
It is important to note at this time that the nambers in the left-hand
colimn v/ill henceforth serve as a key to the book titles found in the
subsequent charts and tables used to illustrate the findings of this
investigation. It is seen that the dates of publication cover a span of
seven years, from 1940 to 1947, v/ith the dates grouped at either extreme.
This has an effect on the findings, also, as some of the topics listed in
Appendix ”A” occurred after some of these books were published, and thus
there are gaps that may be explained by this fact. There are tv/c authors
concerned vdth two bocks of two different groups used in the present study;
R. 0. Hughes and Edgar Bruce Wesley; this occurred purely as coincidence
and was not planned as such. One might wish to compare the tv/o for over-
lappings; this can be done by consulting Appendix "A”.
Figure 1, which follows, contains the following pertinent information:
date of publication, number of pages devoted to the actual text, the
average number of words per page, and the accuracy of the index based on
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1 The key for the books
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the results of the simple test described above.
is described on the preceding page.
Book Date umber of Pages
of Text
Average Uumber
of Yfords Per Page
Accuracy
of Index
1 1S40 934 384 95^
2 1947 875 512 100^
3 1946 901 388 100^
4 1941 920 393 100%
5 1942 812 390 100%
6 1940 839 328 95%
7 1942 801 410 oo
8 1947 589 412 100%
9 1943 617 352 95%
FIGURE 1, Pertinent Features of the Books Used in This Study
It ft'as interesting to note that most of the books used in this
investigation assumed the ”unit" organization. But other than the sameness
of name there ms little held in common on this score. It is the -RTiter’s
opinion that the term "unit" v;as used in some cases simply to conform to
the current pedagogical fashion. But of course it must be admitted that
the unit can assume more than one form--if it had been confined to one
form, it would soon have become little more than a formalized ritual. But
the danger of terming an organization as "unit" can also be apparent. The
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It could be observed as this study developed that each textbook T^as
Witten v/ith a definite point in mind. That of the Beards tended to
emphasize the social aspects of American History; Muzzey tended tovrard the
development of nationalism, vdth more emphasis on the glory of American
military history. The problems textbooks did not agree on the topics they
chose to expound, but the present sampling is not large enough to base any
prediction upon. The World History textbooks tended to be more uniform in
their treatments of themes, but it v.-as apparent that they, too, had some
topics that the authors v/ere more inclined to tell about.
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By means of the check list described in Chapter III, a total of four
hundred and forty items v;ere found which overlapped. The number of words
used to describe these items varied, but the book which led in quantity of
coverage was America; Its History and People
,
No. 2 in the key which has
been used in this paper. This book led in coverage a total of one hundred
and eighteen times. The group which led in coverage was the American
History group, follovred by the World History group, w'ith the Problems group
last. The book which was last in this respect was Today* s American
Democracy
,
No. 9, which led but sixteen times. Figure 2 (below') is a
chart displaying the above conclusions.
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The reason that there is found here a total of 442 rather than 440 is that
there v.'ere two instances in which one hook from each of two groups con-
tained an equal number of v/ords, v/hich happened to be the maximum or the
basis of the 100% figure.
NmiBER OF TliviES A C-IVEh TOPIC YiAS DISCUSSED
The next point of interest to the present paper v.as the number of
times any one of the foxn* hxxndred and forty themes vjere discussed. To
incur overlap a topic necessarily had to be mentioned in at least tv/o books
one from each of two different groups. The maximum overlap which could
occur was that a topic would be mentioned in each of the nine textbooks.
Thus the range is from two to nine, or a total of eight books. The nodal
number of occurrences v^as four, which occurred one hundred and seven times.
The minimum frequency was eight, vdiich occurred ten times. If a curve had
been constructed to show this, it would have been slightly skev/ed toward
the lower extreme. Figure 3 (belovr) shows the results of this tabulation.
Number of Books in Which










FIGURE 3. Frequency of Discussion of Topics
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One hundred and thirty-nine topics were mentioned in at least one
representative of each of the three groups of textbooks. The modal nvimber
of representations vj&s six, of vdiich there were thirty-six. The extremes
in this case became three and nine, v/ith only eleven topics being mentioned
in each of the nine books. The ctirve which might be constructed from these
figures assumes more normal, bell-shaped proportions; but, again, there
seem to be too few cases for predictions which could ass\ane validity and
reliability. Figure 4 (below) should serve to illustrate the above findings.
Number of Books Where Topics









FIGURE 4. Extent of Overall Overlap
There were eleven topics which appeared in all nine books. These
topics tended to be rather general, but a few were specific. The topics,
in the order of their appearance in Appendix *’A", are as follows:
(l) Agriculture, (2) Banks and Banking, (3) Chinese and China, (4) Consti-
tution of the United States, (5) Democracy, (6) Education, (7) Labor,
(8) Religion, (9) Roosevelt, F. D., (lO) Roosevelt, T., and (ll) Unemploy-
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Problems textbooks led in the coverage of Chinese and China, Education,
and in Unemploj,Tnent , The American History books had the leading coverage
of the remaining points of overlap.
It is veil at this point to describe in general the type of overlap
that occurred. Qualitatively, there is little that can be said. The
American History books and the World History books tended to be most
similar in this respect, as they approached topics from the historical
viev^oint. YJhere overlappings occurred between the History books and the
Problems books, the similarity became less. In general, the Problems text-
books tended to refer to historical incidents purely as allusions, emphasiz-
ing their effects on the problem as it appears at present. To reiterate,
however, that this paper does not develop the sameness from the point of
quality is hardly necessary for, as stated previously, the problem of
quality possesses manifold possibilities vdiich are beyond the scope of this
study.
PERCENTAGE OF OVERLAP
Quantitatively, the amount of overlap can be found in detail in
Appendix ”A" including the number of words devoted to a given topic,
together with its percentage as compared with the dominant book. The
dominant book ’.vas that which contained the greatest nximber of words, which
automatically v:as established as one hundred per cent. The dominant, or
ruling, group -was that which contained the dominant book, except in the
two cases where two books were found to contain an equal number of words,
in which case the group which covered the topic the most times became the
dominant group. The group which was thus established as dominant was
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considered to exercise domain over that particular topic, and the other
groups were assumed to be "trespassing" on its ground. In cases of
allusion, which has been established as five per cent or less,^ it seems
perfectly legitimate; but in other cases a re-examination of the products
of the textbook writer v^ould seem pertinent, by competent authorities, to
prevent unnecessary repetition. Or the authors themselves might consult
such studies as this to see where they should modify their emphasis.
2
Chart A, Appendix "B", contains a chart showing the range, median,
and frequency of the percentages of overlap, which was derived from the
check-list of Appendix "A". The class interval was set at two. The group
vdiich contained the dominant book was excluded from the calculations, as it
was assumed that they should cover the particular topic in question. The
number of cases of overlapping found by this method was eight hundred and
thirty-three . The range was one himdred, and the median v.as determined to
be 12.858^. Thus, a resulting cvirve would be very heavily skew/ed toward
the lower end. (The mode was found in the 1-2 class interval, with one
hundred and four cases falling in this group.) It seems wise at this time
to point out that those percentages v/hich were found to be less than half
of one per cent were, nevertheless, recorded as one per cent. This could
easily have served to raise the median somewhat but, even so, the more
dangerous overlap would occur in the fifty per cent or better group, and
these it seems should be the first subject of correction. Those of less
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SWiMARY;
1. The group -which led in the coverage of topic Tra.s the American History-
group.
2. A total of four hundred and forty items of overlap -were found; these
-w^ere found in from tvfo to nine books, the modal number of books being four.
3. Hov.'ever, only one hundred and thirty-nine of these were found to occur
in all of the three groups of books examined. Of these, only eleven -were
found in all of the nine books examined.
4. Qualitatively, the World History and American History textbooks
seemed to be the most similar; followed by the American History and
Problems of Democracy bocks, with the remaining combination of World
History and Problems being last.
5. The total number of cases of overlap, beyond the dominant group, -was
found to be eight himdred and thirty-three
,
the mode of overlap being in
the lowest class interval.
6. But the more important central tendency, or median, was found to be
12,858% for the overall overlapping.
The important conclusion to be drawn from this chapter is; In general
the amount of overlap is slight; specifically, the amount of overlap is
great. To determine the full extent, it should be necessary to appraise
the overlap from a quantitative point of vie-w; and this is a task which
should be undertaken by a large and competent group of experts in the
fields of the Social Studies, Education, and by competent philologists and
etymologists
.
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CHAPTER VI
OVERLAPPING BEr.^EN THE VARIOUS SUBJECTS
It was first thought that it would he best to divide the account of
overlappings of the various subjects among three chapters; but it soon
became apparent that a better sense of unity could be obtained by placing
them in one. So the object of this chapter is to do that and include the
six possible combinations in three sections.
OVERLAPPING BErffiEK AlffiRICAl^ HISTORY AIJD WORLD HISTORY
The greatest extent of overlapping occurred between American History
and World History. In all, there v;ere three hundred and thirty-six
instances of overlapping between the two subjects. They varied from the
involvement of two books, one from each group, to a maximum of six. Of
the former, there were fifteen instances; and of the latter there were
eighty-six. The modal figure was four. Figure 5 (below) is an attempt to
picture this information in tabular form.
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In general, the topics which overlapped tended to be historical
incidents and figures. This includes the eighty-three items which appeared
in all six of the books involved in the present discussion. For the
convenience of the reader, these items are reproduced here in the order in
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Of the vAiole, that is the instances in which the topics of the dom-
inant group 7/ere trespassed upon by the books of the other group, there
were 626 cases. Of this, there were 411 instances in which World History
books covered topics which seemed to belong in the American History group.
^
In 215 instances, topics -vidiich belonged to the World History group vrere
2discussed in the American History books. It will be recalled, at this
point, that the dominant group has arbitrarily been established as that
group which contains the book with the greatest number of words on a given
topic
.
Of the 411 instances in which the World History group overlaps the
American History group of textbooks, 117 fall in the allusion class, which
is between one an five per cent. That is, over a quarter (28.5^o) occur
only as allusions. Of the 211 cases in which American History textbooks
trespass on the World History books, 46 instances are allusions, or
21.8%. Thus 163 cases of overlapping (26%) can be considered as legiti-
mate and, perhaps, necessary.
It seems wise at this point to say something of the quality of the
overlapping betYreen American and World History. The important point is
that, in general, those topics which were trespassed upon by one or the
other of the groups tended to emphasize that item's relationship or effect
on its particular province. The following random sample may here be
reproduced
;
Columbus was not the first European to reach the shores
of this nev;’ w'orld. Before the year 1000 the Norsemen of
Scandinavia, in their long open boats with the dragon's head
1. Appendix "B”, Chart B, Column A, p. xx.
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at the prow, had sailed to Iceland, thence to Greenland and thence
to Labrador, completing the arc of stepping stones which those
lands make in the North Atlantic. ... The stories of Eric and
Lief remained hidden in the sagas. America was discovered but,
as Mark Twain hximorously remarked, ’*it did not stay discovered."
4
• • •
Some Northmen went far out on the sea. One group found
Iceland about 850 and soon settlers vrere going there. Eric the
Red led another group ’/»ho found Greenland and gave it that
inappropriate name so as to attract people’s attention to it.
Eric's son, Leif (Life) Ericson, even reached the coast of
North America, about the year 1000. A settlement was attempted
there, but it did not last, and the credit for opening the new
world for Europeans was saved for Columbus.^
The difficulty of a comparison of quality here becomes apparent, but the
writer believes that the statements made above are justified. It is also
demonstrated that lifting quotations from content as above destroys the
original meaning of the statement. It can be seen that Muzzey tended to
emphasize the effects of the Norse voyages on American History, while
Hughes accentuated their effects on Europe.
In four hundred and eleven instances. World History books told of the
same men and events as United States History textbooks. The range of
overlapping varied from one to one hundred per cent. The median, or
central tendency, of the overlap, hov/ever, was only 12.31^, which was the
least of any of the combinations of groups. In 215 cases American History
books trespassed on the property of World History books. The median, in
gthis case, was 18.69^%.
An important conclusion here, again, is that in cases of overlap, the
rectification should be by specific items. Those with the greatest per-
centage of overlap should receive a prior right to correction. There v/ere.
4. Muzzey, David Saville, A History of 0\n: Country
,
(Boston, 1946), p. 23.
5. Hughes, R. 0., The Making of Today's World
,
(Boston, 1946), p. 208.
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altogether, ninety-three itens of overlap T:here the percentage v;as fifty-
one per cent or greater of the dominant book. Further, it must be seen
that the method of arbitrarily assigning 100^^ to the book vrith the greatest
number of words places the trespassing group at the best possible advantage
and places any statements of overlap in the present paper at the most
conservative figure possible.
OVERLA.PPING BEr^/EiN Ai-ERICAiv' HISTORY AND PROBLEbIS OF DEMOCRACY BOOKS
The extent of overlapping between Problems of Democracy and American
History textbooks was two hundred and fifteen items, or topics. Forty-
seven themes were covered in but two books, one from each group; and
fifteen topics were covered or discussed in the six books of the tv/o
groups. Again, the modal number of books involved was four; sixty-nine
topics are found in this group. Figure 6 (below) is an attempt to pictiare
this infonnation in tabular form.
Number of Books in







FIGURE 6. Extent of Overlapping Between
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In general, the topics which overlapped between these two subjects
tended to be general in nature, ilost of the events and men discussed
tended to be quite recent in terms of chronology. While the history books
treated the items historically, the Problems textbooks treated the items
as major problems of the present day. The Problems books did not altogether
agree on the topics they covered. Some, for example, emphasized inter-
national problems, some domestic affairs. Most emphasized America's place
in the modern world. This statement includes the fifteen items which were
found in all of the six books engaged in the present discussion. These
















These two groups contain the only occurrences which may legitimately
be termed as one hundred per cent overlapping. As was said previously,
the only cases in which overlapping can be termed as total, qualitatively,
is where documents or ether similar items, as quotations, occur. In the
present instance, the Constitution of the United States is reproduced in
each of the books involved here. A second instance of this qualitative
overlapping is the Declaration of Independence. This is reproduced in
two of the American History books, namely; America; Its History and
People and in A History of Our Country ; and in one of the Problems of
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Democracy textbooks. Today’s American Democracy ,'^ (These are Nos. 2, 3,
and 9 respectively in Appendix *'A*'.) ?<here this type of overlapping occurs
it is noted by the symbol "E”. In no other case vras this type of over-
lapping found. It is interesting to note that the Problems book v/hich
printed the Declaration of Independence made no systematic reference to
that document in its text.
In one hundred and seventy-one instances, Problems of Democracy text-
books spoke of the same men, events, or problems as did the dominating
United States History books. The range of overlapping varied from one to
one himdred per cent. The median amount of sameness \ms 23.69/'o or nearly
a quarter overlap in quantity. American History textbooks incurred over-
lapping of Problems textbooks in one hundred and eleven cases. The central
tendency here was recorded as about one third (33.00^). These were the
highest percentage ratings obtained; and should tend to indicate that the
courses these books were intended for are the most closely parallel. Again,
as in the case of American History overlapping World History, American
History on a percentage basis tended to trespass further on the property
g
of the Problems books than did the Problems books on the History textbooks.
The first element of rectification, it would seem to the wTiter, v/ould
be the better balancing of those items which incurred fifty-one or more per
cent of overlap. In this contrast of subjects there were sixty-seven items
which fell in this classification, which amounts to 23 , 8% of the instances.
7. Faulkner, Harold Underwood and Kepner, Tyler, America; Its History
and People
,
(Nev/ York, 1947), Appendix I, pp. 881-883. Muzzey, David
Saville, A History of Our Country
,
(Boston, 1946), Appendix I, pp. i-iv;
Williams, John Lincoln and Howard, Palmer Peckham, Today’s American
Democracy
,
(Chicago, 1943), Appendix I, pp. 598-602.
8. Appendix "B", Chart C, p. xxi.
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There v/ere hut thirty-one cases which could be classified as allusions,
or eleven per cent,
OVERLAPPING BSrWLEN V/ORLD HISTORY AND PROBLEJiS OF DEIAOCRACY BOCKS
Betyreen these two groups occurred the least amount, in extent, of
the three major combinations. Twenty- seven items were discussed in but
Wo books, one from each of the groups; and eleven vrere discussed in all
of the six books. The modal number of books involved continued to be four,
and the classification covered sixty-nine topics. Figure 7 is a table
which attempts to picture this information. The eleven topics which are
discussed in each of the books are the same ones which are found in all of
the books here examined. They were: (l) Agriculture, (2) Banks and Banking,
(3) Chinese and China, (4) The Constitution of the United States,
(5) Democracy, (6) Education, (7) Labor, (8) Religion, (9) Roosevelt, F,D,,
(10) Roosevelt, T,, and (ll) Unemployment,
Number of Books in







FIGURE 7, Extent of Overlapping Between
World History and Problems of Democracy
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In quality, the overlapping here vvas similar to that of the previous
group discussed (American History and Problems of Democracy) . The rela-
tionship is not as close, however, as the Problems textbooks tend to bring
their relationships close to that v<-hich the pupil knows the better, that
is, his 07m country, in providing examples to aid the learning process.
The relationship betvreen the tvm groups is general and not as specific as
in the previous group discussed, as a v/hole.
The percentage of overlapping in the present case is also less than
in the group combination just discussed. There vrere forty-nine cases v;here
topics of the World History group were used as illustration in the Problems
textbooks. Allusions constituted the mode, there being but tvrelve of
these (betvreen one and five per cent). The median was 16.57^o, v/hich was
the second lowest found by this study. Of the cases where World History
overlapped Problems of Democracy books there vrere more, that is seventy-
two. Allusions again constituted the mode. There vrere fifteen cases
between one and five per cent of overlap. The median 7ms found to be
slightly higher at 17.16^. In general, the overlapping in this grouping
Q
vms less in extent and in quantity than in the other combinations.
To reiterate, the first element to be rectified in this case also
would be the establishment of equilibrium and distribution of those items
which overlapped to the extent of fifty-one per cent or more. In the
present category there 7/ere tvrenty-two items vdiich fell in this classifi-
cation, 7fhich becomes 18,2/0 of the total of one hundred and t7renty-two.
(Twenty-two and three-tenths per cent 7/ere allusions).
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The greatest extent of overlapping occurred between American History
and World History books; the second greatest, between American History and
Problems of Democracy; Vforld History in combination with Problems textbooks
being last. This also includes both the number of cases - that is, the
number of books which contained material which vjas dealt with in the
dominant group and excluding the books of the dominant group - and the
number of items which were discussed in each of the six books which made
any of the three established combinations.
In the percentage of overlapping the following order (from the highest
to the lowest) occurred; (l) American History over Problems of Democracy;
( 2 ) Problems over United States History; (3) American History over World
History books; (4) Problems over V/orld History; (5) World Histor^r books
over Problems of Democracy books; and (6) TiTorld History over American
History, The medians, or central tendency, in the same order were:
33.00^; 23.69^.;; 18,69^^; 17,16^; 16.577o and 12,39^,
The total number of cases of overlap which fell in the allusion class
was 221 or 21,5^o of the 1092 cases, outside of the dominant group.
Again, the important conclusion to be drawn is that, generally, the
amount of sameness is slight. But in definite specific instances (which
can be easily extracted from Appendix "A”) the amount of overlap is great.
There are one hundred and ninety-one cases which fall in the critical
fifty-one per cent or greater class. Of course there are several other
points which should be taken into consideration - similarity of quality of
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the need of change in this respect. It is well to remember the need, in




Though this study of the overlapping of social studios textbooks
has at times proved tedious, it has also seemed worth while. It has shown
that some overlappings are necessary to a better understanding of the
social studies as a v;hole, while some should be corrected - not so much
in tj'pe, but in extent. The largest failing is the inability to evaluate
the overlap of quality which, after all, is the touchstone of sameness,
not how many words have been printed on any given subject but how many
facets of that subject have been polished. Other inherent weaknesses in
the present study are in the use of percentages; first by applying them
to the nearest round number vdxich, while accurate, is not precise; and the
assigning of one hundred per cent to the books vdth the largest number of
v;ords on a given topic, which places the overlapping books in the best
possible light. The weaknesses in the check-list and the use of indices,
too, are also influential. The indices which by a simple test v/ere found
to be ninety-five per cent accurate or one hundred per cent, too, for that
matter, vfould be bound to throv/ the results askew, as the test used could
not cover enough ground to be a reliable measure v.'hen one considers the
large number of items vfhich are found in most indices. In compounding the
check-list which v/as used to form Appendix "A", there could probably be
found omissions and further corrections. In regard to the latter, for
instance, hovr synonomous are the terms “Labor" and "Unemployment"? Is
not one a part of the other, or should they be maintained as separate?
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opinion, but the tvro terras do deserve separate attention for the purposes
of this paper. It is possible, too, that the check-list could be expanded
at sorae points, but which would be subject to more opinion as well as to
actual omissions, inadvertantly made,
THS iiAJOR FINDIIIGS:
There is overlapping.
The group of books which led in the coverage of topics where over-
lapping was found v.as the American History group. A total of four hundred
and forty items of overlap vrere found in from two to nine books, at least
one from two different groups, the modal nxmber of books being four.
Hov/ever, only one hundred and thirty-nine topics were found to occur in
all of the three groups examined. And, of these, only eleven were found
to occur in each of the nine books examined.
Qualitatively, the Ylorld History and American History books seemed
to be most similar. American History and Problems of Democracy books
were next, follovred by V^orld History and Problems. This statement really
requires further substantiation.
The total nvimber of instances of overlap, beyond the excluded,
dominant group, was found to be eight hundred and thirty-three . The mode
of overlapping was in the one and tvro per cent interval. The more important
central tendency, or median, was found to be 12.85^.
The greatest extent of overlapping occurred bety/een American History
and Tforld Histor3'’ books; the second greatest between American History end
Problems of Democracy; third, or least. World History in combination with
Problems textbooks. This includes both the number of cases and the number
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of items vjhich v/ere discussed in each of the six hooks which made any one
of the three combinations. In the percentage of overlap together with the
median (as the range was from one to one hundred per cent in each case)
the following results vrere obtained » (l) American History overlapping
Problems of Democracy, (33.00^) j (2) Problems over American History,
(23.69%); (3) American History over Y/orld History books, ( 18.69^%);
(4) Problems of Democracy textbooks overlapping World History, (17.16%);
(5) World History over Problems, (l6.57^b); and (6) V/'orld History overlapping
American History with a median figure of 12.39%. The total number of
instances which fell in the allusion class (211) constituted 21.5% of the
total number of cases. The combination of American History and Problems
of Democracy, which most nearly overlap, should merit the attention of
authors and publishers to see just where and how the situation should be
remedied. Admittedly, the two cover the same subjects from different
aspects but historical and contemporary treatments can be quite similar,
and the effects on the learning process is not to be desired.
The important conclusion to be dra^vn is that generally the amount of
sameness is slight. But in definite specific instances the amount of
overlap is great. There are one hundred and ninety-one cases which fall
in the critical fifty-one to one hundred per cent overlap class. There
are several other points which should be taken into consideration; the
quality of overlap, the weaknesses of the present report, and the
profession's view of the need for change in these respects.
All in all, what is really important to note is that it is not the
textbook which should make the course of study but the teacher. But until
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concerned in this take note, extreme caution should be exercised in the
use of textbooks. With v/ise use of textbooks, the possible harm v/hich may
result from overlapping can be reduced to a minimum. No matter where or
on what one attempts to lay the cause of education’s defects, it is
essentially the teacher who makes the errors, or does an excellent job
in the instruction of America’s youth.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STITDY
The present writer has but two major suggestions to make for further
study. These are based on the assumption that the present investigation
has been worth making; and, therefore, others of a similar type should be
equally justified. If this assumption is not true, then the suggestions
should be rejected.
The first suggestion is that parallel studies might be made. These
could make use of the objectively prepared check list constructed for
this paper, or one similarly prepared. The major difference v^ould be the
books used. But the selection should not be difficult as there are many
other social studies textbooks which could be examined. Eventually, with
sufficient studies made, all would have been subject to study.
The really important study which could be done, it seems, would
require a large and concerted effort. That is, a qualitative study of the
overlapping which occurs in social studies textbooks prepared for the use
of the commonly offered high school courses in the social studies.
Properly, it would require a jury of qualified judges to assess the
relative meanings of words and phrases after the total wordage involved
in the study of a topic in a textbook had been excerpted for the study as
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to similarity and contrast with other like passages from other books. The
major difficulty is obtaining agreement as to the meaning of the words used
by the textbook authors. The English language, being animate, causes a
good deal of difficulty in constructing a formalized objective scale, which
has yet to be constructed. Then, too, how could one determine the per cent
of similarity of meaning? Do two different phrases really equal fifty
per cent congruency of a third phrase, for example? Of course such a
study would be time consuming, and the question then arises as to the
worth of the expenditure of time and effort for such a problem. There are
many other things which may properly deserve the priority of the time of
the judges. The question is being left to those v:ho may be interested,
and better able to judge the value of such a project.
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Appendix A is composed of a check-list of items which were found to
overlap. It contains four hundred and forty items. For details as to the
construction of the check-list see Chapter III of this paper.
The numbers listed in blue ink were the actual number of words foimd
to be concerned vath the topic involved. The notations in red ink are the
resulting percentages used in the computation of Appendix B.
The words in the left-hand column indicate the topics found to
overlap. The mmibers across the top of the page represent a textbook.
The key to these numbers is as follows;
1 . The Making of American Civilization
2. America; Its History and People
3. A History of Our Country
4. Y/orld History
5. The Making of Today* s VTorld
6 . World Civilization
7 . Today’s Problems
8 . Contemporary Problems, Here and Abroad
9 . Today’s American Democracy
The titles are sufficiently clear to indicate the group, American or World
History or Problems of Democracy, to -vdiich the books belong. These groups
are organized as follows; columns "1", ”2” and "3” are concerned with
American History textbooks; columns ”4”, ”5” and ”6", World History books;
and columns ”7”, ”8" and "9” are concerned with Problems of Democracy
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Appendix B contains four charts. These charts are an attempt to
picture the percentage of overlapping fovind in this study. They display
both the range and the median, or central tendency, of the overlapping.
The figures exclude the group of textbooks vdiich seemed to exercise domain
over a particular topic. This was determined by the group vdiich contained
the maximum v^ordage, even if it occurred in but one in that group. In
cases v/here there were two groups containing one hundred per cent figures,
that vath the largest nuinber of books represented was considered to be
ruling
.
Chart A contains the overall picture. It includes all the groups
involved in this study. Chart B displays the overlapping between American
History and World History textbooks. In the left-hand column, the American
History textbooks dominate. Chart C considers American History and
Problems of Democracy. Again American History is on the left; Problems
textbooks on the right. Chart D contains the final combinations; that is.
World History and Problems. 'World History dominates the left column;
Problems of Democracy, the right.
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99 - 100 4
97 - 98 4
95-96 7
93 - 94 4
91 - 92 4
89-90 2
87 - 88 6
85 - 86 4
83 - 84 14
81 - 82 5
79-80 7
77 - 78 6
75 - 76 10
73 - 74 8
71 - 72 11
69 - 70 12
67 - 68 6
65 - 66 11
63 - 64 16
61 - 62 8
59-60 9
57 - 58 4
55 - 56 4
53 - 54 13
51 - 52 11

XIX a
Integral Limits (Chart A. Continued) Frequency
49-50 11
47 - 48 14
45-46 8
43 - 44 13
41 - 42 17
39-40 15
37 - 38 27
35 - 36 23
33 - 34 25
31 - 32 19
29-30 15
27 - 28 28
25 - 26 23
23 - 24 26
21 - 22 29
19-20 26
17 - 18 35
15-16 40
13 - 14 53











Chart B. Overlapping Between American History
and World History Textbooks
Class Interval American History World History
Integral Limits Frequency Frequency
96 - 100 2 1
91 - 95 3 4
86 - 90 2 2
81 - 85 7 1
76 - 80 7 3
71 - 75 12 4
66 - 70 5 8
61 - 65 7 9
56 - 60 5 3
51 - 55 8 9
46 - 50 11 3
41 - 45 10 2
36 - 40 18 13
31 - 35 17 13
26 - 30 24 8
21 - 25 22 18
16 - 20 25 18
11 - 15 47 23
6 - 10 62 27
1 - 5 117 46
Total 411 Total 215
Range 100 Range 100
Number 411 Number 215
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Chart C. Overlapping Between American History
and Problems of Democracy Textbooks
Class Interval American History Problems
Integral Limits Frequency Frequency
96 - 100 3 1
91 - 95 2 2
86 - 90 2 2
81 - 85 6 7
76 - 80 2 4
71 - 75 5 2
66 - 70 4 4
61 - 65 11 1
56 - 60 3 3
51 - 55 1 2
46 - 50 10 4
41 - 45 11 6
36 - 40 7 13
31 - 35 7 9
26 - 30 5 11
21 - 25 18 7
16 - 20 12 5
11 - 15 20 10
6 - 10 22 7
1 - 5 20 11
Total 171 Total 111
Range 100 Range 100
Number 171 Number 111
Median 23.694^ Median 33 .000^
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Chart D. Overlapping Between World History







96 - 100 2
91 -- 95 2
86 - 90 2
81 - 85 2
76 - 80 1
71 - 75 2 1
66 - 70 1
61 - 65 2
56 - 60 3
51 - 55 2 2
46 - 50 1 1
41 - 45 2 4
36 - 40 2 2
31 - 35 4 1
26 - 30 2
21 - 25 2 4
16 - 20 7 12
11 - 15 6 6
6 - 10 5 11
1 - 5 12 15
Total 49 Total 72
Range 100 Range 100
Nvon.ber 49 Number 72
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